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Innovation in research of a single professor
• We do experiments because we want to confirm
theoretical prediction or push the measurement frontier to
discover “the unexpected”.
• … very often we start with a research plan ... but then
something else happens or the data is not as expected …
during the ”trouble shooting process” we discover
something new.
• Unexpected results / problems in data collection ...
can lead to new discoveries that open up new
fields that are more important than the initial goal.
• With students we increase our innovation potentials …
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A new problem to solve …
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Motivation for a single professor …
•
•
•
•
•

Single professor sets up his/her own lab
Full control
Easy access
Flexibility
Even with several running proposals – still time to
explore new ideas, follow some “kind of a feeling”, push
the performance frontier just to see what happens ...
• ... students sometimes do not do what they are told ...

Very hard to motivate such a professor to use a larger
facility!

Three different level of research labs …
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Shared technology platforms at a university
Shared technology platforms make sense for a professor when they …
• enable experiments that go beyond the possibilities of a single
professorship in terms of complexity, know-how, and resources
• allow to tackle truly interdisciplinary problems that go beyond the
boundaries of individual departments
• allow groups to collaborate on science and technology developments,
sharing the burden of operating their key enabling technology and
acquiring the relevant know-how
• facilitate entry of young researchers (e.g., ERC grantees, young
fellows, assistant professors) into “equipment-heavy” science
• enable education of students from different departments
• Well-accepted examples: cleanroom facilities
@ETH Zurich: FIRST Lab, www.first.ethz.ch
• Proposed for ultrafast lasers
@ETH Zurich: FAST Lab, www.fastlab.ethz.ch

FIRST Lab
The 5 years before –
or how and why to get FIRST started
20 years ago in 1997 …
Strong interest in EE and Physics to get access to III-V epitaxy
+
a number of young professors ask “where is a clean room” at ETH ?
+
Physics faces Prof. H. Melchior’s retirement and continuing a working III-V lab
+
the ETH Board declares “Micro and Nanotechnology as strategic multi-disciplinary theme ”
but

without a clean room “there will be no room at the bottom”

Æ get it rolling
FIRST

FIRST Lab

What did we initially want and what for ?
In 1997 all initial six professors were much younger:

Prof.em. Dr. W. Bächtold
Fieldtheory and Microwave Electronics

Prof. Dr. K. Ensslin

Dept. Information Technology and
Electrical Engineering

Dept. Physics

Solid State Laboratory

Prof. Dr. U. Keller
Ultrafast Laser Physics

Dept. Physics

Prof. Dr. H. Jäckel (FIRST-Koordinator)

Prof. Dr. J. Dual
Micro- and Nanomechanics

Dept. Mechanica and
Process Engineering

High Speed Electronics & Photonics

Dept. Information Technology and
Electrical Engineering

Prof. Dr. N. Spencer
Surface Science and Technology

Dept. Materials Science

Our six research interests defined initially FIRST !

FIRST Lab

The third step: The Proposal for FIRST
Frontiers in Research: Space and Time

Doing finally our homework resulted in a
70 page proposal for

research projects and
a clean room infrastructure
with an equipment budget
to the Executive Board of ETH
in 4. Nov. 1997

FIRST Lab
Stumbling blocks, Highlights and Setbacks
Getting things done
Bottom up
Approval of FIRST

Approval 2000
Construction
2000-2001

Trust from the ETH
Executive Board

Opening FIRST 2002
(after 5 years!)
Start of Projects
2 years later ….
OK from the ETH-Board
3.Dec. 1999:
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rooms, offices ….
“I am glad to inform

Getting audited
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FIRST
FIRST stage 2
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FIRST Lab: growing number of FMTs (6 to 11)
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Ursula Keller
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FIRST Lab: Organization
Successful and proven Management Concept (FMT growth from 6 to 11 Professors by 2007):
• FIRST Coordinator on rotational basis within FMT, elected for 3 years
• Primary user concept: “how do you manage different interests”
• Budget procedure and distribution once a year

6 (initially), 11 Professors

3 Academics

3 (initially), 4 Technicians

28. Feb. 2003
Operation Guidelines
09.12.2006 13

FIRST Lab: What is special?
Operation guidelines (written by 6 professors):
Individual professor is a primary user for a large enabling
equipment.
• Benefits:
Ø Examples: MBE, MOCVD, e-beam writers, …
Ø Define large equipment specification
Ø Infrastructure cost fully paid by ETH (i.e. electricity, liquid nitrogen, ...)
Ø 70% of project running costs payed by ETH
Ø additional (but limited) technical support by FOT
Ø access to equipment guaranteed up to 50% for primary user

• Responsibilities:
Ø Provide scientific staff to make sure equipment is running
Ø Support additional access for other users from ETH (as long as
compatible with primary user equipment specification)
Ø Management support (member of FIRST Management Team, FMT)

FIRST Lab to FAST Lab
• FIRST Lab concept applied to ultrafast lasers
• 2009 initial proposal: Center of Ultrafast Science
Joint proposal PSI and physics department at ETH Zurich
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Lasers: types of atomic & molecular transitions
valence electrons (IR to UV)
molecular vibrations (CO2 Laser, 10.6 µm)
molecular rotations (microwave)
core-level electrons (X-ray)
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How to access the fast time scales?
Δt1
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first pump pulse: “bullet”

Δz = 1 µm

⇔

Δt ≈ 2 × 3.3 fs

“pump and probe” with atomic resolution
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The electromagnetic spectrum

Ultrafast high power laser and nonlinear optics
Power scaling and heat management:
renewed interest in optical parametric amplification (OPA)
heat
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laser
heat

Incoherent pumping scheme
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ω 3 pump
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coherent pumping scheme

High harmonic generation (HHG): going to X-rays
HHG: High Harmonic Generation (1987): not based on perturbation theory
focused laser intensity
typically 1013-1015 W/cm2
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A. McPherson, G. Gibson, H. Jara, U. Johann, T. S. Luk, JOSA B 4, 595-601 (1987)
M. Ferray, A. L’Huillier, X. F. Li, A. Lompre, G. Mainfray and C. Manus, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 21(1988)

Going to XUVs
Going to soft X-rays
Murnane / Kapteyn
Opt. Express 22, 6194, 2014
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XFELs (many all over the world)
more photon flux than HHG

Why now?
• Femtosecond spectroscopy in the optical domain has been very
successful (≈1980 to today):
- optoelectronics, chemical reaction dynamics, femtochemistry and
femtobiology …
- But mostly indirect access to atomic scale spatial resolution

• New phase of ultrafast science with new tools:
- extended energy range from VUV to hard X-rays
high harmonic generation (HHG) , femtosecond slicing at synchrotron,
plasma based sources, X-FEL …
- pulse energy versus pulse repetition rates
there is a trade-off with limited average power
- extended energy range with new intense THz sources
laser based THz sources and FELs
- ultrashort pulses of electrons at high repetition rates
- multi-dimensional (multi-D) spectroscopies
correlate different parts of a molecule both in space and time
- extended time domain with attosecond resolution
- new computational methods and faster computers

• Many different laser parameters needed for research …
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New and complementary science,
unique research opportunitites
Attosecond Laser Science, will capitalize on new
regimes of time resolution (ELI-ALPS, Szeged, HU)
High-Energy Beam Facility, responsible for
development and application of ultra-short pulses of
high-energy particles and radiation (ELI-Beamlines,
Prague, CZ)
Nuclear Physics Facility with ultra-intense laser and
brilliant gamma beams (up to 19 MeV) enabling novel
photonuclear studies (ELI-NP, Magurele, RO)
Ultra-High-Field Science centred on direct physics of
the unprecedented laser field strength (ELI 4, to be
decided)

?

ELI‘s breeding ground:
Laserlab-Europe, the European network of large laser research
infrastructures

A world leading entity,
funded with 10-15 Mio€
per EU programming
period …
www.laserlab-europe.net
• 27 laser infrastructures from
16 countries
• 13 subcontractors, 6
associate partners
• Participants from 19
European countries

FIRST Lab to FAST Lab
• FIRST Lab concept applied to ultrafast lasers
• 2009 initial proposal: Center of Ultrafast Science
Joint proposal PSI and physics department at ETH Zurich
• 2010 integrated into the NCCR MUST proposal
Ø 1.2 Mio CHF cash contribution to establish a broader support from
different departments within ETH Zurich

NCCR MUST, nccr-must.ch
National Center of Competence in Research (NCCR)
Funding program for
12 years
Phase 1: 2010 – 2014
Phase 2: 2014 – 2018
Phase 3: 2018 – 2022
Directors:
Ursula Keller (ETH Zurich)
Thomas Feurer (Uni Bern)
About 20 Pis from nearly all
Swiss universities
Evaluated by SNSF
Swiss National Science
Foundation

FIRST Lab to FAST Lab
• FIRST Lab concept applied to ultrafast lasers
• 2009 initial proposal: Center of Ultrafast Science
Joint proposal PSI and physics department at ETH Zurich
• 2010 integrated into the NCCR MUST proposal
Ø 1.2 Mio CHF cash contribution to establish a broader support from
different departments within ETH Zurich
Ø Center of Ultrafast Science becomes FAST Lab or even FastLab
Femtosecond and Attosecond Science and Technology

FAST Projects – deadline Sept. 30, 2015
www.nccr-must.ch

FIRST Lab to FAST Lab
• FIRST Lab concept applied to ultrafast lasers
• 2009 initial proposal: Center of Ultrafast Science
Joint proposal PSI and physics department at ETH Zurich
• 2010 integrated into the NCCR MUST proposal
Ø 1.2 Mio CHF cash contribution to establish a broader support from
different departments within ETH Zurich
Ø Center of Ultrafast Science becomes FAST Lab or even FastLab
Femtosecond and Attosecond Science and Technology

• 2013: FastLab proposal submitted to the ETH executive board
Ø 13 Professors and with letter of support from 4 different departments
Ø In comparison: FIRST Lab proposal from 6 Profs and 4 departments

FastLab as technology platform at ETH

FastLab proposal signed by 13 ETH Professors in 4 different department
(will also become the first FMT members)

FastLab, fastlab.ethz.ch

Infrastructure requirements
Room types:
• Laser hall – the heart of FastLab
• Primary lasers: Four frontier laser systems,
two fully operational, two next-generation
systems under development
• Secondary sources: Driven by primary lasers,
produce synchronized light pulses from
soft-X-rays to THz
• Experimental and staging area: Houses target
chamber (end stations) for various experiments
• Service corridors: Surround laser hall, houses
pumps and chillers to keep noise and heat out of laser hall

• Application/incubator laboratories
• Accomodates ERC/SNF professors, provides space and lasers to test new applications

• Sample characterization and storage
• Control & operation rooms
• Laser Labs for education of students from different departments

Infrastructure requirements – laser hall
• The frontier lasers need excellent environmental stability (temperature, humidity,
vibrations) and cleanliness (clean room class 10’000 at lasers, 100 over laser
tables, class 100’000 in secondary source and experimental areas)
• Laser hall needs to be configurable flexibly to be able to adapt to progress in
laser technology and experimental requirements
• Movable separating walls for
local environmental control and
laser safety
• Laser hall needs to be well
accessible in order to move in
and out experimental setups,
detectors and lasers
• Needs to be located on ETH Campus for
”easy” access, education, and

Estimated space requirements

• Laser hall, service corridors, application/incubator labs and staging area must be
on the same floor
• Laser hall: 1390-1600 m2; required area on one floor: 1740-2160 m2;
total area for FastLab: 2140-2770 m2

Organizational structure of FastLab
• Modeled after successful concept of FIRST

• Based on lessons learned from FIRST, a FOT Managing Director will assure
continuity and consistency in the management of FOT staff
• In addition to the director, FastLab aims for 6 staff positions (3 academics, 3
technicians)

FIRST Lab to FAST Lab
• FIRST Lab concept applied to ultrafast lasers
• 2009 initial proposal: Center of Ultrafast Science
Joint proposal PSI and physics department at ETH Zurich
• 2010 integrated into the NCCR MUST proposal
Ø 1.2 Mio CHF cash contribution to establish a broader support from
different departments within ETH Zurich
Ø Center of Ultrafast Science becomes FAST Lab or even FastLab
Femtosecond and Attosecond Science and Technology

• 2013: FastLab proposal to the ETH executive board
Ø 13 Professors and with letter of support from 4 different departments

• 2017: ETH Zurich Challenge – Finances and Space
Ø Technology platform concept at ETH very successful: too many ….

NCCR MUST Phase III, 2018-2022
ETH Zurich support continues within NCCR MUST:
• 220 kCHF/year for ETH FAST Initiative
• Since Aug. 2016 for PD Dr. Lukas Gallmann, senior scientist and
Director FastLab Operation Team (20% employment)
• ETH continues to consider the establishment of a FastLab platform
• New shared beamline is planned as a test phase for future FastLab
(Matching proposal submitted in May 2017 to SNSF)
• Attoline and Attoclock Lab will be fully transferred into FastLab platform
after retirement of Prof. Ursula Keller
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Clear benefits from a technology platform
• Interdisciplinary applications of lasers – increases innovation potential
• One single expensive laser often not enough to study cutting-edge quests
(but no professor will be stopped to have their own specialized lasers)
• Expensive commercial equipment is duplicated and used inefficiently. Ultrafast
lasers are difficult to maintain for groups without the necessary know-how and
often not sustainable without permanent staff.
• Threshold too high to try new applications of ultrafast lasers for groups that
come from outside this field
• Universities and research facilities complement each other and offer new

synergies with a technology platform in ultrafast lasers at the university
- pre-characterization studies
- proof-of-principle experiments
- education of students and ”newcomers”
- incubator for young fellows, assistent professors, ERC starting grants …
- easy access for students and for many departments is critical for the
interdisciplinary nature of the shared technology platform
- no permanent membership, evaluation based on continued excellence

Three different level of research labs …

Single
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Technology
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Research Facilities and Universities
need to join efforts to support such
technology platforms on university campus
Examples:
- CERN
- XFELs (e.g. SLAC, PSI SwissFEL, …)
- ELI

Research Facility

